
Observance of Migration Laws and Regulations 

(A Guide for Foreign Citizens Studying in ISPU) 

 

1. Upon arrival in the Russian Federation (RF), you have to submit  

 your passport, 

 a migration card 

 to the dean’s office of foreign students within a 24 hour time. 

 

2. If you come to Ivanovo from  other RF cities, you have to submit  

 a migration card, 

 a notification of migration registration (its tear-off part) from the previous place of 

residence  

 

3. When leaving the place of residence ( dormitory) and going abroad or to some other 

RF cities: 

  you have to write an application of your departure 

  get original documents ( a migration card,  a visa, a tear-off part of notification of 

migration registration) 

 

4. If you leave  your place of residence ( dormitory) without notifying the staff of the  

foreign students dean’s office: 

 your will be immediately expelled from the university, 

 the duration of your visa  will be shortened, 

 duration of temporary residence will be shortened. 

           In this case in accordance with the Federal Law of RF, a foreign citizen has to leave the  

           Russian Federation in a three day period. 

 

5. When a foreign student graduates from the university, if granted study leave, or in case of 

expulsion, he/she must leave RF within three days. 

 

6. No later than 1 month before the visa or period of temporary residence expiry, a foreign 

citizen must apply for the visa extension. 

       

7. If a foreign citizen breaks  RF Federal Laws #115, #376 of Administrative 

Regulation    #364,  the penalty at the rate from 4 000 to 8 000  roubles  and deportation 

with deprivation of the right to enter the Russian Federation for a period of 5 years are 

prescribed. 

    

 

See more detailed information at: 
http://pvs.rudn.ru/node/96 -On enforcement of responsibility for breaking migration laws 

http://pvs.rudn.ru/node/64- Primary migration registration in the place of temporary  

residence 

http://pvs.rudn.ru/node/65- Visa extension 
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